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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
lidia ines has contributed to the dictionary with 1055 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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&#34;laso&#34;
He called the cordillera.    "Laso".  The braided and oiled line goes where the loop, for help.  The horse.  Colt.  Novillo. 
Or cow.     (Who lacea.  It is mounted on a horse or Mare, and perform this manoeuvre about career)

&#40;acoso&#41; en toda regla
( 41 harassment; fledged it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Abusivo." being its meaning:<br>Abuse of
power.  Harass in any way is that, harass.   Rounding up.  Get bored.  Colmar to a / worker to accept their sexual
requirements or force him to resign.

&#40;acoso&#41; en toda regla
Chase.  Harass.  Press.  Inflate a person by their duties, which are subjected in unlawfully by someone who
misunderstood his rank or position in a company.  Abused by labour demand more than expected.    ( Factories. 
Companies.  Health centers.  Seasonal workers. Schools.   ) and press to get sexual favors.

&#40;acoso&#41; en toda regla
( 41 harassment; fledged it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Cowing" being its meaning:<br>Rounding
up.  Press.  Insist.  Give no truce or leave in peace, nor peace of mind a worker.  A employee.  Secretariat.  Workers. 
Attendees.

1
ACE. In a deck of cards is 1, an ACE.

a bombo y platillo
Come to an event, dressed very striking shape, or out of spec, bulliciosamente, (To get it repaired in that I get.  ) When
should be much modesty in behavior.

a cad uno le toca escoger la cuchara con la que ha de comer
Decide its fate. Their future. If you choose spoon before you know that you are feeding. It's a risk that you run. Take
soup with a spoon of coffee. It's like drinking water with your finger.

a casa
To the nest. Whoever goes home wants to feel protected.  There, there are the arms of your parents.

a ciegas
Have full confidence in the other person. We should never fail, or usually in any way. The phrase comes from there. I
hope in you, blindly!

a decir verdad
Drop the pepa do 1 - the do pepa do is something like nail that adheres to the language of the birds, and for their
release, are you flat peak salt with vinegar, and are you amarraba asta will let that go, 2.???? When one was lying, or
that it was not to do, had this threat, what you were to throw in the mouth, so it is not a liar/a.   (That wise very bad )

a decir verdad



Hold the Guiro is that applied in ancient times, when the parents knew that their son/a was lying, gave him a spanking
until you tell the truth, until that he will drop the Guiro is 40?;???The guira is a thin crust that brings to a shrub native to
so-called do maqui does gives a fruit that is refreshing and medicinal, but it has only a short time in that can get you the
Guiro, later adheres firmly to the branch, so is that if it was not the time, the victim would more bad )??

a duras penas
Endeavour. It says barely, when something causes us much effort to finish a job, and the person ends up very
exhausted.

a galope tendido
A whole pig!   (Running, like carrying a firecracker on the 41 back;

a grito pelado
All mouth. Talk about as strong as a. Conventillero!

a la chuña
It is incorrectly written to the chuna, and it should be written as "Offer." being its meaning:<br>Throw, throw something
up. It was much used in christenings and birthdays. Throwing sweet and coins to the output of them churches, them
days of baptisms is joined many children waiting for the moment that them threw.   ( Today, in some countries they
throw them food )

a los cuatro vientos
Disclose to all lung. Scream. Yelling about something. Especially when it is a subject that involves someone, and the
matter was not known by some.   (On many occasions, this indiscreet is )

a mano limpia
hand clean is incorrectly written and it should be written as "without weapons." being its meaning:<br>Braid with fist
blows. A fight without any weapon. Or of fire. Or corto-punzante.What is called. A combo clean!   (Punched or slapped )

a ojos cerrados
Blindly trusting someone. or what discussed us, which is not always the most accurate.

a pecho descubierto
Speak to the truth. Honestly, even if it causes you pain.

a pie juntillas
Stay in his word.  ( because this well sure to ) Defend your opinion, and your point of view. Not allowing them to change
it, nor will transform it.   ( Defend himself as Jack backs )

a pierna suelta
Sleep soundly, and relaxed. So it is said.   (He, or she, ) This sleeping soundly!

a quien le venga el guante
Given personally. Feel affected. If a person says something, or if it is one hint to another, and it reacts immediately. It is



that the saying comes. To whom come le glove, which chante it is.!   ( turns it )

a todas luces
It is so clear, there is no way to hide it.   (You can see from afar )

ablandar las piedras
Have hope in something that will never be fulfilled. Reza said. Corks, will sink float rocks.! And the Huevones, will
continue to be born!   ( Impossible )

ablegar
Fix. Punish. Submit. One of the rules, or Roman laws, unearthed their children for one year. By disobedient.   (In these
times. Of course desert.  )

abogados generales
Lawyers in turn. Ex officio. They must take the causes that assigned to them. Which become a criminal defenders. An
offender. A rapist. And also in family affairs. By ej. Claims for alimony. Divorces. Complaints by domestic violence.
Corruption of minors. Cases of deportations. Among others.

abombamiento
Discomfort in the head. It is not exactly pain. It can provoke him closure. A long, strong noise. The lack of renewed air.
The cigarette smoke. It is dizziness, accompanied of nausea.

abrir boca
Communicate something. Term araucano. Or Mapuche.   40, 41 Order; Open mouth, say what you want, or the
message!

absurdo
3 - Do get milk the cock is only gallo serves to sing at dawn, climb on the hen and fertilize the egg, never would give
milk?.?

absurdo
1.¿Ensillar a cow is cow only good for giving birth and give milk, not to mount it, nor much less put wheelchair.?

absurdo
1 Enyugar a couple of pigs do the yoke this echo to enyugar, uniting, form a pair of oxen, who are already domesticated
for the work of arar or pull a cart?.?

absurdo
Absurd.   (Pulled the 41 Wicks; It is pretending to silence a pig. Dog. Any animal giving clubs.

acalorarse
Emputecer is!   (Angry lot )



acción de amparo
Action to defend. Protect. Protect. Help. Give shelter and food to someone in distress, or abandoned.

acelerado
Restless. Uneasy.    (As a parrot in the current )

acercate
Arrimate.  Apegate.  Acarreate. At a meeting, to communicate something to another person, without having to raise their
voices.

acerque
Pull it up. Be attached. Approach.   (Approaching, to hold her against me)

acertar
NOT FARFETCHED.Hit, is find the words, the mode, the environment, be humble to explain something that is
understandable and clear, for many cultures, tribes, villages, people little prepared and read it he understands he is
clear, and you can say in this regard, does not use words far-fetched that not all know to be of different cultures,
religions, be clear exposing him without courage of offending the comment, and someone says. I do not understand!

acholaos
Avergonzados.Se uses this adjective, for when a person some accident happens ( eg. Dump something on the table,
embarrassed, (Achola ) When he exhibits a theme and this ignores him, or give to understand that it is not interesting to
attend.So ashamed.  (Arrive at a formal dinner, dress sports form, or careless )

acomienda
Shipments. Package. Box. Packages that are sent to another city, by air. Buses. Trucks and railway.   (People are not
packed.  )

actuario en una demanda
It is a Judicial Assistant.   (But in reality, who receives a bribe, for the freedom of the detained, 90% of these.  )

adefecio
Insult. For any reason or motive, the destination can play us a bad streak, a bad investment, can lead us even lower that
person to which they relate so lightly, and in a derogatory manner, not for being poor and not-so-graceful. I don't think
you deserve that epithet.   (Everyone, for example. We are mestizos, look back at )

admirable
A sympathetic man do "??A man that respects those days of the woman who understands his headache, and helps with
the children or work without protest.?   "THIS IS ADMIRABLE, AND RESPECTABLE "

adopción
Synonym of. Adoptado.¿Llenar an empty place do it is to adopt a child, come to occupy a space that was empty waiting
for you llenito love and only for, or she.?Antonym of. Great Adoptado.¿UN handful of salt water does this is what
remains when it discovers, or someone with evil he launches the truth, and goes in search of its progenitor, before I
reject, and one is left with empty hands and shattered heart.?



adultera
CHICKEN. In chile. One of the descriptions to a woman corrupts. It is chicken. For the reason that when a rooster
happens close to the goose, hovering around her, this is squats that .the step on.   (Fertilize huevito )

advertencia
Who mounts my chúcaro pingo, which hold if corcovea!   (If someone. We must endure whatever comes up )

aferado
Clinging. Stubborn. Stubborn. Strong-willed.   (Stubborn as a mule.  )

aferrarse
Engage.  Willfulness.  Insist. If in a relationship, you want to finish it, the other does not accept it and cling to the other,
allowing advance, only.

agilado
Agilado it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Tontorrón." being its meaning:<br>In chile, described them as
Agilao someone slow, Turkey, Lerdo, Aweonao, inordinate not captured quickly a task to perform. Many adopt this
attitude of fools to take the body to the obligations in the work. For doing nothing.

agravado
Worsened. Very ill, maybe dying.

aguachen
aguachen is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Get used.  " being its meaning: to get. Prime.

aguaitar
The aguaite do applies you to collera horses mares 41 or (?? they are waiting out the calf, one a.6, and the other has to
tackle in the right place, against the quinchas, depends on you tackle where, or what do Atrinque do, are good or bad,
points in a Rodeo, corrida performed at a place called half moon.?? Very typical is the Chile, and the prize is the
champion do??

aguzaron el oído
Alerted. Prying. They were very attentive, trying to listen to the conversation through the door!

ahuja
Aguja.Pieza small and thin steel, very sharp, with a hole at one end, which is threaded thread, mending, Paste buttons
and sew a piece of clothing by hand.

ahuja
Ahuja.aqui in chile qualify you for AHUJA, someone insistent, repetitive, heavy, annoying and inappropriate, both in his
comments out of place, to understand than this of others in a group, so that it becomes unpleasantly shocking his sticky
attitude.

ajuste de cuentas



Get the crest to blows! Grab someone who offended us.

al lote
to the lot is incorrectly written and should write is as "cheesy." being its meaning:<br>Do something to the devil. Perform
a task, a work without the greater interest, nor responsibility of that this is well, or will obtain good results of this.

alejate
Leave you. turn you.!You will tells someone that others in a conversation or meeting, and as that person is so annoying,
he is told. VIRATE, or do not you virai?

alerta
Be to the destruction of the laucha (Rat baby )!   (The cat always alert, waiting for a rat )

algodón de azúcar
A premature ejaculator. A man who suffers from this complex and embarrassing problem. What lasts a cotton candy.  
(Little ) A sneeze!

allende
President of Chile. Salvador Guillermo Allende Gossens, ruled between November 4, 1970 to September 11, 1973.Fue
a surgeon and Chilean Socialist politician, President of Chile. His Government abruptly ended by a coup d ' état on
September 11, 1973. Involving all three branches of the armed forces and the Carabineros Corps. Three years before
the end of his constitutional term. On the same day was killed. And the Palacio de La Moneda was attacked by planes
and tanks.After his death and overthrow. Ensued a military dictatorship headed by the general of the army Augusto
Pinochet Ugarte. Gustavo Leig Guzman.   (Who was dismissed, and replaced by Fernando Mattei Aubel.  ) José Toribio
Merino. Cesar Mendoza Duran. The dictatorship would last us for almost seventeen years.

allende
Apellido.Escritora Chilenamaria Isabel Allende Bussi. Daughter of Salvador Allende. And Doña Hortensia Bussi.La
author of 20 books as "The House of the spirits ".   "Paula " "Daughter of Fortune ".    "The notebook of Maya "  among
others.

alma en pena
Demoralized. Crestfallen. Walking almost dragging the fingers of the hands.

almendros
Trees. Its fruit is the almond, and there are three varieties, sweet, bitter, harsh and aromatic, for use in cosmetology,
hard shell and soft shell.

alzabase
Reveal himself. Get up. Not agree to an order. Resist to comply with it.

alzabase
Lump sum. Unsociable. Surly. Scary. In Chile, when he mistreats an animal, regardless of their species, this moves
away from the place, it goes to the forest. Mount. Or just away from the House where like it. EJ. Pulling water again and
again to a cat, or hitting a dog, this stands, it moves away.   (If they take it by force, the bites and scratch ) If it is a horse,



ox, donkey, not left mount, or Aperar, never stays still this animal nowhere because this elevation, poor guy!

amargo
THE DIVORCE. The divorce. It is the sum of all the synonyms that exist, and more. Because it is a failure that throws
overland, all illusions. The beautiful. The sweetness that exists in a couple who decided to come together, live together
forever. And any failure. Pain. Disillusionment. Treason. It is sweet. Not pleasant.

amarrete
Guagua Manito. Is always tight and cerradita.

amburriento
Listless. Lacking interest to perform a job. If someone is bored, it is because it is just loose, human beings have five
senses, and if you know how to use.   (Get the juice to these ) Bored will never feel. You will always find is that occupy
their time. And not to waste the time of others, trying that the not. Boring.

amengua
Decrease. Amenguar a sadness of someone. Embrace you to reduce your pain, even a little.

amigo
Yunta. A friend accompanying them.

amigo
friend is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Unconditional" being its meaning:<br>Friend. It is who stays by
your side when others go. He rejoices for your happiness, also crying with you. Accompanies you in silence and without
preguntar.u

amiguito
buddy is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Mariconcito" being its meaning:<br>Here, knows who is a
homosexual couple.

amonestación
Do ATRINQUE apply when someone deserves a call, something that, or echo, lacking respect in something or
someone.??

amonestación
Raspacacho is a reprimand, which applies to a minor involved in a conversation of adults, and they bother therefore
imposing respect?.?

amonestación
Do you is going to drop the tile does with that sentence you were warning that arriving home he was preparing for a
good reprimand, or a few Aleccionadores, spanking.??

amonestación
Do Querís stop the mambo, Gil!With that one sentence calls you, and at the same time that it is silly, awkward and



TaradoY here, good entendedor precise and few words.

amonestación
1 Cart pará do if someone gets what is trying to, and responds something inappropriate, offensive, or pejorative.??He
says angrily. cut her, talk about something that does not correspond!

amor
INTANGIBLE. Love is Intangible. It is not, he feels, is delivered without measure or times, no words are needed to
express love, a look, a hug in silence, a handshake, brushing the hair of children while are they hum a song, is this
giving love. The cooking done by and with love. Lift anytime is love. When there are no jobs tell the man. It already
happened, no aflijas you, we will manage. That is. Love.

amor enfermizo
1 Love-Caprichoso-Voluntarioso-Antojadizo. It is the type of love which this far be it, which is shown to get to who you
want to, in a large percentage, is only to demonstrate that this despicable and willful character, can be more than
another / a. regardless of the media or tricks you use to achieve your goal. Once achieved. That is, which is the
unfortunate result? A victorious / to pavoneándo, and a / to/unfortunate.! Which is not just for those who believe, or
believed in this love - Celoso-Dominante.   (In appearance.  ) 2 Love-Enfermizo-justifiable. This type of love. It is used to
disguise the mistreatment of all ways, or against those who say love, this is a Vengativo-sadico being. Usually of look
mediocre and inferior to his victim, who loves.   (A - kill her )

amor renuncia
True love. When is loves unconditionally, is waived to your beloved. Regardless of the pain, and tears that this action
will bring us, starting with the hope that no one left / or his life will be happy. And it is very painful to see with the
passage of time, that is wrong, that was it, neither. What can we do? Wait, just wait until it of account, which we are still
there.

anciano
Does source of wisdom. do I think to an old man, ( which are worshipped and respected in china, for example.??  )They
are beings of whom we have much, or everything to learn from them, because I lived, young people only have to modify,
or update, modernize, what they have done by hand, and now with machines for everything.But essentially comes from
them.His teachings, respect, honesty, are not things that happen over time, by very modern though things.For those
who want to learn the most wise. Listen with patience, our abandoned elderly, and will learn much more, and in the way,
( old-fashioned ) but the correct.

andar con santos tapados
walk with clogged santos is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Mojigatas" being its meaning:<br>Maintain an
inappropriate behavior. Deceitful people. Mojigatas. Cynical. Dishonest. Hide, or give information that can cause serious
problems to other people.

anonimo
Anonymous is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Ignored" being its meaning:<br>Mediocre. Insignificant. An
unknown, which sends a note without identifying themselves, is a coward who is afraid to be discovered, and can only
spread its poison from the shadows. It is identified by its name is not known perhaps to cheapen it even more, also you
will realize by this, that is an ignored bastard.

anonimo de experiencia



Capacity. Dexterity. Knowledge. Much practice. And I work. Mr. López, is the best suited to take charge of that process,
is the one who has more experience in the field.!

antes de llover chispea
Warning. It is a subtle call, if it is not understood, comes the very severe reprimand.

añañuca
More. Embrace. Cooing. It is between peasant people who say their children when they are sad, or come and mourn
their children. Come to anunucarlo!  And they embrace it with love and calm.

apechugar
Bills is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Be responsible." being its meaning:<br>Aperrar. The
consequences of our actions. To put hard leather.

apenas tocaban el suelo
Very fast. They ran so fast, that they did not apparently set your feet on the ground!

aperandonos
Saving provisions.   (Food ) Especially for a journey.

apetecible
Desirable.

apéame
Help me to download. Support me to descend.

apopeya
Epic. Fiction. Tale. Anecdote. With all due respect, I think that it is. Epic. Not Apopeya.   (A child would say that word
mean, eg. Apopeya = runs.  )

aprovechados
exploited is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Aprovechadores" being its meaning:<br>Opportunistic. And
scoundrels.   (Profiteers.  ) That they go through life advancing leaning on others, for these beings importantly is reach a
goal. In addition to lacking scruples

arder de curiosidad
Busybody. Indiscreet. Toad. Someone who passes your useless time trying to learn, it is not within its competence. Only
by curious and metiche.

aridas
In fertile land. EJ. Gravel. Sand. Tosca. Trumao.   (Loose soil, such as dust, that exists in the ways of the mountain
camps, and rural ) These lands, useless for crops of any kind, only to be used as mixtures for construction, or to build on
them.



ariesgar
Bet. Exposed to the hazard. Emboldened. Many times unnecessarily. Are risks.

arrastrao
Unworthy. He is told. Creepy. Who will be taking the love someone for gain, and if this does not cause you work, even
better. Gives you the reason who don't have it, if it means some gain, either ascend in their work, or economically. Does
not enjoy any degree of dignity, or gives, or inspires confidence, is opportunistic, and dishonest, someone who can not
be trusted.   (Teammates say, beware of this creepy. or you will do .dejar without work.  )

arrayanes
Sacred Wood. For my Araucana and Mapuche people. They use their firewood only for sacred ceremonies, Council of
elders. Nuptial agreements. The Mapuche elderly are well respected, are an authority, and an example for young
people, who feel proud of their people. Being Mapuche and Mapuche.   (The other, we are all mongrels. )

arreate
Get close. A kiss. Carry you, come here!. Get very close to me.!

arribista
MEDIOCRE. An arribista is a person who feel inferior. Ambitious. This always competing. Struggling to win at any price.
To overcome its shortcomings and its mediocrity. Many times using offensive, traditional and honest means.

arrieros
carriers is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bad manners" being its meaning:<br>Qualifying towards people
with absence of good manners when eating. When you make sounds, ( Sorbetean ) stooping over the dish, and the
elbows on the table.   ( The carriers put your plate on his knees )

ases
Numbers one.  1. The ACEs. They are the first letter from the decks of Naipes.tambien said someone to be very skilled
to play a sport or other activity. He is an ACE for that, or I am an ACE for this.!

asiduos
Frequent. People who attend a place in repeatedly. By ej. To a restaurant, to a church. It can also be a library.

asirse
Cling to someone with teeth and nails, so annoying and sticky.

aspecto
A GOOD DISGUISE. Can often be cover the true aspect. An example is very clear, a good makeup. Covering
imperfections. The appearance is not always what it really is is introduced him to the view. The feeling, they are not
displayed, feel. A good disguise can be covering something unworthy just to watch it.

atañen
It affects, or not someone. It is a phrase to say this is, or is not, your concern or interest. Also to do participate in a
conversation, to another person. This not you respect to you!



ataoso
ataoso is incorrectly written and should write it as "complicated" being its meaning:<br>Is a person that to any situation,
has something negative that object, for this all is difficult, has risks, requires of much work and effort. Don't even try it.

atiriciado
Someone very pale. That it appears to be yellow. When they are suffering from jaundice. Or Hepatitis.

atravez
Intermediary.   (I think it may be through ) EJ. Through my colleague will get these documents!

autoflagelaba
Punish if same. With all my respect, I think that the person who puts it refers to something in the past! And according to
my point of view, it should be. Is auto flagelaba! And if you think about it, when we made a mistake, or mistake,
erroneously abuse of power above our children. Perhaps guilt not are you? Leaving the home who we ofendimos and
humbly apologize, also is to impose a punishment. And they do not necessarily have to be physical whippings. Those
who fall into the feelings when we ofendimos. Those hurt more. To criticize. Disqualify. Condemn. We are also
committing a scourge.

avon venta personal
Avon personal sale is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Promoters" being its meaning:<br>Promoter of these
products. Sacrificed these people work, for a small percentage of their sales from House to House. Unfortunately many
times they paid products, and are they beggars have to cover that debt.

azahares
The brides bouquet. The flowers of this compound, called. Orange Blossom

babosa
slug is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Credula" being its meaning:<br>Silly. Qualifying to a credulous,
foolish woman, and without dignity. Despite know and prove that her husband is unfaithful to him, believe him, trust in
the closed eyes.

baboza
baboza is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Credula." being its meaning:<br>Silly. Slug. Qualifying to a
credulous, foolish woman, and without dignity. Despite know and prove that her husband is unfaithful to him, believe
him, trust in the closed eyes.

baby doll
baby doll is incorrectly written and should be written as "Pajama sexy." being its meaning:<br>Very sexy female attire, to
sleep.

bagrera
Pez. He said it is a fisóstomo fish, Silurido.   (Soft fins and flexible ) It abounds in rivers of America, scaleless and his
flesh say that it is very tasty. But the ugly fish, large head and strong teeth.

balsamo



GIVE A HUG. A hug at the right time is invaluable for those who receive it, and should never wait you ask him. That is
not requested, are expected to always. If you see, he feels that another being is having a tough time. In silence. Hold it.
And feels something very comforting.

barbecho profesional
Professional fallow is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Stage of practice." being its meaning:<br>It is to be
publicizing what they learned, practice it in the field, to convince that you know stuff that is put to the test. It is not
question of years of experience to be able to perform a job. To put aside ( Vines. Roses. Etc ) to form future trees and
plants, once they leave them roots are ready to be planted, located alone.

beces
Action of kissing.   ( beces, c, there is no ) I want, that kiss me!

bendecir
Action of the priest. Or Pastor. At the end of the Catholic mass (Symbolically making the sign of the cross, ) Or an
evangelical cult. Tell him, or wish to another. Fence with God!

bendicion
Bendicion.1 - is that a priest grants. When is baptism.   (Christening.  ) The first communion.   (Commune ) Confirmation.
Marriage. 2. It is when you're blessed to come as parents. Women especially. Confirmed as female.

besar
Taste. It is.  Taste the lips of who you want to.

beso
Take the heat and flavor of Kiss otroUn is wanting to stay, and keep this to the other one.The sublime rose lips, is as
touching your mouth with a rose with the sprayed in the morning. Clean. Fresh. And soft.

bien
Understood. I accept. Understood. Okay, I'll in agreed time.!

bienaventurado
It is a person who does very well in everything you undertake. Travel. Form a company. Venture.

bisco
Turnio. Or Bizcacho. Bisco, calling them people who have problems in the axes of the eyes, and they tend to look in
different directions, or both eyes in toward your nose.

blasfemos
Anti-religious. Atheist. Disbelief is a heretic being that not respect religion. Especially the Catholic.   (If not is this
agreement, not offend, and closing the mouth )

boca de cabra
Chewing gum.   (Mark 41 rubber; It usually makes it with his mouth open.



boca de riego
Wet mouth. He is someone who when he talks about splashing saliva.   (It should be an umbrella.  )

boca floja
Mouth numb. A person with his mouth so, but so loose. That speaks for your year! So that when it speaks. Let the
tremendous shit. The slush. Broom.!   (You have everything connected, but bad.  )

bolson
Student attachment. It is something like a backpack but with a long strap which use it, or used cross on his shoulder,
(Without divisions in ) where were school tooling.

bombilla
Tall and very thin person. No, note which no extrusion. Or behind, or ahead. There comes the / bulb!

borax
Borax is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Borax honey" being its meaning:<br>Honey from Borax. It is used
in young children when they get a serious infection in the mouth and throat, called quimen, or quimel.   (Applies
impregnating a gauze with the honey.  )

brazero
Deposit for fire.  Either coal or charcoal, for cooking on it, or have a place, a room, drying clothes. Brazier. They can be
canned. Cast iron. Steel. Clay.

breve
LIFE.The day is short, you have much to do. Give the breakfast, take the children to school. Return and cooking. Serve
dinner and bathing them. You must run with one to the doctor. Weekend, clean thoroughly throughout the House. I
arrived on Monday and to run.That soon spent the years. Today were visiting with your grandchildren, and you stayed
cansadísima to meet them.Not already you can lift. And you look from your bed, as he passes the day.You try not to
sleep too much, to live more hours. It does not stop, the night is very short. If life is so short. Now is this gathering the
end of a day, and new dawn, that again. You found it wakes up. Waiting for him. Life is very short, you sleep not tired by
others. Now they are not on your side. He lives for you. It's be your first. Life. It is very short.

bridas
Riendas.Las flanges, or reins, are anchored to the brake of the animal, whether it is Mare, filly. Or pony.   (Brake, which
is metallic, goes into the snout of the animal, that pulling the reins, or flanges, pressing him back, and the pain makes
him obey instructions, who assemble it, his trainer, or (Amansador ) whether it slow gait, rotate to one side or the
other.To be more loose, they are faster.   (It is enough to see, who have not been domesticated )

brillar por su ausencia
Shine by their absence is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pure irresponsibility." being its
meaning:<br>Disappear. Usually to get the body to a liability. Also for not tackling, evading a problem.

bruja
witch is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Manipulative." being its meaning:<br>Bossy and dominant woman.
Coming to assaulting his partner.



brujas
Mandonas women. Tiranas. Handlers. And Enojonas.

bruto
Someone very gross and irrational is. The King of the gueones!

bubú
Teddy bear Bubu. Bubu.  It was the antics of the Yogi Bear Playmate. A beautiful and tender series of cartoons.

buen amigo
It is who stays by your side. When others retire. Moreover, who laughs and cries with you. Who accompanies you,
without worrying about the time that elapses. Don't you question, until you talk, you can stay at your side in silence. That
is a true friend. And a real company.

caballo
horse is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Horse gelding" being its meaning:<br>Pony gelding. To then be
tamed, either free to assemble, work, career, corraleros. Also in therapy for children with health problems, and
communication.

cabreada
angry it is incorrectly written and it should be written as " Boring.  " being its meaning: is a State of exhaustion, tired of
fighting for someone without seeing good results. It can be in a relationship, a job, a person.

cacacho
Nasty grin.Caracho, refers to the face. And when a person is in a bad mood, upset, angry, it adopts a shockingly nasty
attitude. And say. And you think, that happened to you, that your friends are with the caracho so long?

cachar
Cachar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Be aware" being its meaning:<br>Understand. Capture a hint.
Give hint, what not say directly.

cachetada
Cachuchazo!Here in chile hit with open hand, are you llama.¿Cachuchazo. Slap do slap does also are you
dice.¿PALMADA¿to correct the lack of a child, giving him with the Palm of the hand in the buttocks, or buttocks as
punishment.?And the threat is. I'll give a few slaps!

cachimba
Exclamation of annoyance. Here (41 Chile; when a child or other person in insistent, and annoying. Say you cut it, let
yourself scouring the hookah!

cachito
Clog. Clogging. Overrun. Be others. EJ. When someone in charge of a dog. The irrigation of the plants to a neighbor.
Here I am, tied with this little bit that left me!



cachudo
Hat. Or gorriao.   (Poor Peter, the CAP were to the ears.  )

cacique
Lider.UN chieftain, ( the Araucanian people in chile ) He is a leader who guides, and organizes his tribe, its people, and
imposes its authoritarian range on young people in particular, so that when they occupy their space, they are equal, or
superior to the.A chieftain, may also have the amount of women who can maintain, and feed.   (Each, in its own ruca )
According to custom, each woman must always keep the fire lit, if the arrives at any time.If the arrives and fire is off,
there ends the relationship, and the woman is repudiated by this.   (Until today remains these customs )

caer de bruces
I landed muzzle on the floor!.   (In Chile it is said so.  ) It is clear that saying.

caer mal alguien
Being a heavy blood. Fall to someone like one. Kick in the padding!   (Panza. Abdomen. Stomach.  )

caerse de espaldas
Give a news unexpectedly. It was so impressive, that almost fell back )

cagada
Recklessness. Someone who is not careful in their opinions, or vocabulary, and to give his mistaken opinion. Is the shit!
And a spate of bad misunderstandings, and annoying reactions, by your stupid, and irrational attitude.

caiman
1-Alligator. Tool for use in plumbing. Masonry. Locksmiths. It is part of all teacher tools, regardless of their performance.
By Ej. Pliers. Screwdrivers. Chisels. Hammer. Bonesaw. It closes. Files. RASP.   (Blacksmiths, is also used for filing the
hooves of the horses ) Square. Banner of measure. Metro.   (Wood ) close jig. Level. Drill. Presses. Tester. to measure
the intensity, or the existence of current. Glasses for welding. Cinturon-Porta-Herramientas. 2 Cayman is an amphibious
reptile. Aspect between lagarto-cocodrilo - salamander. But wider lives in swamps or feeds tropical fish or prey that
lurks, medium-sized animals.

calambre
A child. Or person relentlessly annoying.   (Calambrito )

calate
Calate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Get" being its meaning:<br>Colarte. Get. Introduce you.
Encaletate.Calarse hidden to locomotion without paying the passage.

calentar la cabeza
Gossip. People who invent situations. By some unpleasant and devoid of truth, which make that tells them who, only to
cause conflicts, altered. Anda with the hot head, so brutally told.!

caliente
Caliph. If we speak of a man or woman, that somehow incite, or intimate to any sexual relationship. He says, Puchas
andas califa! Or that estay califa!



calilla
calilla is incorrectly written and should write it as "debt." being its meaning:<br>Is acquiring a debt, a loan to long term.

calla
Silence. Remain silent. Remain silent. You you shut up! You will shut up!

calzado campesino
peasant footwear is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Flip flops." being its meaning:<br>Flip flops. Or
Chalailas. The humble peasant wear them as normal footwear or work the usa. They are made out of part of the tire,
and leather straps.

calzones
Churrines.aqui in chile, that name is used. And as an expression of fright. I almost fall churrites, fright!Also the / young
people when they see someone very attractive / is going. They say with malice, prankster. me fall alone churrites them!

camas separadas
Consequence of an affair. Also for abuse, I think that you can share a same bed, by rejection. ASCO. Or fear.

camastros
Rustic frames. Craft.   (In the camps there is no tap ) Today they are manufactured of wood Torneada and metallic. Of
2-3 units, one over the other, around 70 to 80 cm. wide. So-called cabins or bunks. In the concentration camp of El
Tatio! in the second region to the mountain, you can see, there are two per piece, measuring 2.00 x 2.50, width meters
long approximately. Now used as a refuge for those who visit the geyser. There is also an Observatory.

cambio
Cambalache.   (Te Cambio, pasture for milk )

camino de rosas
This Falsedad.El do path of roses when we believe what someone says, or propose, not being true, and honest, but
they disguise it so convincingly, it is believed, and unfortunately many times, ends caminando.¿En a path of thorns
do???

camino hacia el terror
Towards Terror. I imagine that it must be the road that runs a woman or a child/a. who is mistreated, before arriving at
his house.   ( Where there is abuse. There is Terror. Permanent )

camisero
Garment that buttons up to the neck. Dresses and blouses. Very well to long-necked women.

campechana
Friendly person. Affordable, friendly treatment, and treat. A farmer is that. A campesino/a. His way of talking some they
say them. Campers. Aguazados. Short. Because they are usually very shameful, somewhat timid to confront the hustle
and bustle of the city.



camvio
It moved something from one place to another. Change, pasture milk.!

canchas
Stadiums. They are called courts, to places that are used for practice or play Futbol.dicho popular in Chile. On the pitch
the roosters are.!

canelo
Sacred tree. Of the Mapuche and Mapuche of Chile. In addition to guiding him who walks the mountains in search of
water, simply locate a Canelo. There's water, is a green color that stands out from the other trees, and folding its leaves,
with them the water is taken.

canto
Sing, or sing does is a terminology used by detectives, when the police questioned the detainee, telling him. already well
do sings do??! drops the do pepa do??! drops the do soup do??!??

canuto
Canute is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Evangelical" being its meaning:<br>Evangelical. Canute is a
derogatory way of referring to those who practice this religion.

caracha
No importance. It is an exclamation point to refer to something that has virtually no relevance or value, and not worth
worrying about it. That, is a Caracha for me!

caracteristicas de las personas insolidarias
Indifferent. They will not move with the others misfortune, poverty, they do not share their bread, although East them on.
They are superb and arrogant. Its logic. To others resolved it!.

cardex
CardEx is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cabinet" being its meaning:<br>Cabinet. Metal cabinet with
drawers slide, where the hanging form alphabetical folders are sorted.

cariar&#40;se&#41;
Strollers ( was ) It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Face" being its meaning:<br>Face.  Confronting two
people in a trial, when there are two versions to the same situation.  Also for the teeth, to have tooth decay.  Which is
very annoying.  And finally when someone is upset with another.

carmín
Very sensual lips. They have a special color, which invites, which leads to try them.

carnero
I CARNEREO. I carnereo is an action in the técnico-agrícolas colleges of the southern and central chile.?? Where
newcomers newbies must submit jokes, as put diced tomatoes, wallowing in the stables, put them to a mud, without
causal any physical damage or moral. And then to have something special for them as a welcome dinner. There are
taught all the normal subjects of a Lyceum, and come out with very respectable values. Which, with better performance.



Out scholarships to various countries to perfect them more. In addition a RAM is a stallion. Never domesticated only
guide his flock, he is surly by nature, all this is supported and directed by the CODESSER. Social development of the
Rural.Y Sector Corporation tells her RAM, who is tricked by his woman.??   (By the horns )

carnet
card is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Identity card" being its meaning:<br>Identity card. RUN (Unique
national role ) The script was added, number or letter, and is recognized as Ruth (Tax unique role.  )

carraspear
Sound to announce itself. The throat clearing. That is like a tiny simulated cough. Used to get somewhere and not be
Inoportuno! so is enough time to the bride and groom that separate, and are seated correctly. Or adolescents appear
that they are studying.

carreta
Slow. A wagon is pulled by 2 two oxen, these charge and plough animals, although they resist weight, and long walks
are very slow

carrizos
Very thin legs. Long. His legs are like a couple of carricitos, is so thin that it makes me think, that in the rain it won't be
wet!   (Song of Enrique Guzman.  )

cartilla militar
Important document. The which accredits him as a citizen, and server in your country. Ready to serve. To own, or
enlisted to serve in the infantry in a foreign country.

casado pero no capado
Do you believe male. A true man, is environmentally friendly, at least when they are watching it. But a mother should
never promote something so out of focus, with his son. And if another mother says the same thing to his son against his
daughter?.   (Many men have penis only for, not piss the 41 feet;

casate
Join. Tie yourself. Matrimoniar you. Share your life with someone. Stay only / to.

castrante
Very hurtful person.The word Castrante is given here in Chile, two uses.??To whom castra animals males.   (Remove
his testes )And a person who uses reiterativamente, words, and groundless hurtful, against someone of low character,
or weak of will making that person, someone insecure, shy, acomplejado, (Feeling castrated ) and the terrible thing,
convinced that it is worthless, that does not serve for nothing productive or creative.Unfortunately, annulled as a person,
that if ends. Ok.

castron
CASTRÓN. The Castrón is the male very strong cabrio, with powerful horns, that in the face of another male, one of
them must die.

catequista



Who prepares the children for first communion, ( To receive Holy Communion for the first time ) and then the
confirmation in the Catholic religion.

caturra
Talkative woman. Parrot, or Caturra. It is who does not stop talking, have something productive or not to contribute, but
speaks without stopping.   (So much so that tide )

causai
You formed.  You occasions.  Causes.  You provoke. In a topic to discuss, someone from aduerdo, is not negative for
pleasure, and cause discord.

cavernícola
Irrational. It is inexplicable that still there are beings that are not given to the reason, although they know that they have
it, they believe that the woman owned, that they have the right to feel tired, and be served, by how say you them my
wife. And gentlemen, are not only his only companion. It is understandable for the cavernicolas-pura - blood. But. In
those times. I believe that. There were no schools. Talk of good fellowship, and good manners. Or universities. You
explain, which still exists, and so many?

cavilaciones
Reflections. Be absorbed to meditating. Maybe in vigil.

cazuela
Casserole is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Comida chilena" being its meaning:<br>Typical Chilean food.
It is prepared from beef. Ave. Turkey. Which leads, a piece of meat, potatoes, squash, corn, green beans. Add rice, or
chuchoca if it is bird. Serving him becomes a vegetable called silantro.   ( Corn cooked dry, and semi grind )

cazueleros
Cazueleros. Applies this word. When the birds already reach an appropriate size, as to cook them, and they are not
seen as, chicks!   (They already serve for a rich casserole.  ) And also, for both the / young people through adolescence.
They are. Apetitosamente, Cazueleros/as! Among farmers, there are still a few cancos.   ( Large clay pots, which are
called. Cazueleros, given that a casserole takes several ingredients ) by ej. Beef or poultry, potatoes, chunks of
pumpkin, corn, vegetables, rice, or noodles, more broth.

cebando
priming is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Aguachar." being its meaning:<br>Aguachando. Getting used.
Committing ourselves. This is leaving food near a specific location to an animal or bird to then give them hunting, and
also used this word, when it is Matt served someone else.

celoso
Unsafe. Distrustful. If he is suspicious of his wife, not the housekeeper really as to rely on it. Abort is not synonymous
with love. Here there is a saying.   (All suspicious, is 41 thief;

chacarero
farmer it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Farmer" being its meaning:<br>Farmer.  Worker of a farm,
Orchard, fifth. Usually working their own land.



chamizas
Very thin sticks. These are so thin, and finite, receiving the name of brushwood, or chamicitas! because they just serve
to light the fire, and thicker wood burning coals to form.   (They only miss flames, as the dry grass, )

chanchán
Exclamation point of term. When someone is too elaborate in a speech. Or he doesn't want to talk to others, and finally
falls silent. Someone says very boring. Chan-chan!

charque
Dry skin. To have rough skin. You look like jerky!

charque
Dissected meat.   (Call it, jerkey. Charqui. Or Chalqui. Beef, equine. Lamb.  ) Meat seasoned, crushed and dried in the
Sun, which is used for the carriers, workers, climbers and backpackers. and travelers. Since it is light and does not
decompose, you can eat also roasted, or shredded in a rich stew, or melting pot.   (In soup with onion, and egg )

chepita
It is a very intrusive person, metiche, sapa, he believes in everything, without having no idea, interrupts the
conversation, hurguetea as drawer, and pot that crosses it, it is attentive to who comes, leaves and passed to other
houses, etc.

chepo
Chepo. Or hump. In Chile it is used towards a person very Intrusa, Metiche. Cahuinera. Inquisitive. Do not save any
secret. The hump has to know everything!

chicha
The juice of the grape. Freshly squeezed, is called a crybaby. Even when stored for months in clay jars, or oak wood
sealed hermetically, it remains sweet, after destapada at the end of six months, this fermented giving way to the wine. If
you leave it with seeds and pith vinegar is formed. Prepare the chicha de manzana for tradition, Mapuche and Mapuche.
This is not guard.

chicuela
In the fields. Areas far from the city. It called that way. It. Adolescent girls. Girls are already in age, that ask them in
marriage.

chicuelo
Teenager. It is a Word to refer to a young person who is neither child nor adult, also tells them. Boy. Or youngster.

chifles
chifles is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sibbles." being its meaning:<br>You Sibbles. Action of whistling.
As humming a tune with that sound, to expel the air pursing lips. It is also used by criminals, it chifló it.   (Killed it )

china
China is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Advisor to the home" being its meaning:<br>A derogatory manner
to refer to one. Advisor to the home. Who do not deserve it since he is in charge of the feeding and care of our children.



So we can do our job. Your advice is priceless, which deserve our respect.Chinese, also called the lovers.

chirimoyo
Scam. In chile, Cherimoya is to extend, and pay with a check.

chirrete
The sound that emits the Churreta. It is a Chilean bird rather ugly, which earned the nickname of. The Prophet of doom! 
 (Bad luck )

chismosa
HINGE.Gossip, curious person, and sapa.Is always at the door or window.

chocos
Pieces of wood. Automotive mechanic workshops, workers, used some pieces of sticks special, you put in front of the
wheels, so that vehicles not slipping them, and have an accident. And they are called. CUTTLEFISH.

cholenito
Chileno.segun a decree signed in Santiago by don Bernardo O´Higgins Riquelme, 03 June 1818. And published in the
Gazette Ministerial de Chile on day 20 of the month. The one who allowed children born in Chile, including natives and
Indians in the country, the permission of being Chileans. Being understood that with regard to the Indians not should
make no difference, but call them Chilenos.De this was informed, the Gobernador-Obispado - and judges in the State.
Any infraction of this Decree, or disobedience, received the penalties which is made worthy of them.The House of Don
Bernardo O´Higgins, is today a Museum, located in the city of Talca, seventh Region, in Chile.

cholito
Negrito. Black. Cholo. Cholito. Is a way loving, or derogatory towards a person Brown. Chocolito!. It is an ice cream
dipped in chocolate.   ( Inside white, rather than the other way around.  )

chon
Nickname. or diminutive of a woman named. Conception.

chorizo
Pack of thieves. No shame, no remorse, knowing that they are in something incorrect, and committing serious errors,
against persons dependent on them. Sausages! term that it fits like glove of silk, for whom appropriate.

chucha
Put an end to a discussion. Sending him away. A little beyond. The crest!

chucho
Chucho is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bird." being its meaning:<br>Bird. Similar to a Crow. In Chile
according to our ancestors, is a bad omen. Announces misfortune when it issues its sound, in the evening or early in the
morning. Always in darkness.

chuleta



Blow giving footjob on the buttocks, rear (Not with the tip of the foot, with the instep.  )

chulito
Qualifying the Brown person. In Chile call them that way, usually perform work of a waiter, (Servants.  ) Mason, laborer.

chuña
Action pull up. To the Chuna! Chuna. It is a tradition that is used when a child leaves the Church. Chapel. Or temple
where he has been baptized, and godparents throw coins and sweets which are cause for celebration, outdoor, upward,
of joy to the children waiting outside baptisms. 2. When is a woman shamelessly flirtatious.   (This fresh anda pulling it to
Chuna )

chupadera
chupadera it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bowling." being its meaning:<br>Very low category venue,
where are they going to get drunk, whether men or women. Llameseles, bowling, minced, restaurant, liquor store, fifth
recreation, brothel.

chupadita
Succionar.Se says blowjob. The action of sucking on the bulb. That is the accessory to taste a matte, which is an
infusion of medicinal herbs, hierba-mate, hot water, and sugar, especially adults more, really like this, and this is shared
with friends, and a good conversation.

chuqui
Chuqui is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chuquicamata." being its meaning:<br>Abbreviation of
Chuquicamata. Laminera open pit mas grande del mundo, located in the second region of Chile.La which I nacionalizo
in the Government of Salvador Allende G. published in July 1971. The State of Chile had started that during the
Government of Don Eduardo Frei M.

churos
crabs is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Churros" being its meaning:<br>Churros. It is a thick dough that
comes out of a tube of a machine, this dough falls into the hot oil. The thickness of a thumb, after fried they take out it,
cut them into pieces of 10-15 cm long, sold sprinkled with sugar flower.   (Fine )

churretiar
churretiar is incorrectly written and should be written as " diarrhea.  " being its meaning: < /br >Suffering from severe
indigestion, or explosive, uncontrollable diarrhea. It is an expression very ordinary and vulgar, but still existing.

chusmear
Cahuinear. Conventillear.   (Inhabitant of tenement ) Meddling in what does not care. Put the spoon.   (In 41 foreign dish;
Stop ear in unrelated conversations.

chutar
Shoot. Or Chutear. Whatever, it is hitting the chute, the kick-off to the ball. This word is also applied when cutting a
relationship. By ej. George the Chutearon by Fome! The Chutearon Mary, let it on the other more beautiful!

cicatero



Tight.   (As Bullfighter 41 costume; Greedy. Be so thrifty, it becomes greed. Someone said. If you have only a loaf of
bread, it gives the half. Sharing doesn't hurt, deny. If.

cinco
five is incorrectly written and it should be written as "five members" being its meaning:<br>Quintet.

ciñeron
They tightened. They were adjusted.   (They received enough dresses, and came to the parade )

ciruela
Black plum. When this red is green. When ripe it is black

clavito de olor
A person who does the impossible, not to pass unnoticed. The poor of Luchito to be noted, use a perfume that is all
past!

clítoris
One of the points called g. women, since it is sensitive to touch, such as the sensitivity of nipples and lips. By ej. Love, in
a warm and tender Kiss can be.

cobijar
Cradle. Clothing. Give posada, accommodation.

cochinito
Pork baby.   (Chancho ) And do pig to not say to someone, these filthy, dirty!

cocho
Very heavy person. Unpleasant. Cocho. It is prepared with roasted flour sugar and hot water, leaving this very thick.
What we call. To stop spoon!

coito interrumpido
Very safe method. Much less reliable for use as anti-encumbrance, since man is always removing semen, and also
there will be sperm. In addition to being quite fome, having to interrupt the pleasure. Needless to say, the little toilet to be
iced, dirty women.   (And as Jack facing the carnage ) Since women are baby lift and wash, (Nothing romantic ) the
man, only is cleaned, and sleeps.

colmado
Until the Tuza.! Talk non-stop that I have, to get it re of grocery store!

coloquial de tener un encuentro sexual
slang for a sexual encounter it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "copulate" being its meaning:<br>Take a
duck. Kill the chicken. Take the quiltro water.



comenzare
I will begin. I will initiate. I will start working tomorrow very early!

comerse com los ojos
eat com eyes is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Eat with the eyes" being its meaning:<br>Look at
shameless and disrespectful manner. Especially to women.

comerse las palabras
eat the words is incorrectly written and should be written as "Swallow the words." being its meaning:<br>Rectify. A
person who gave a wrong view, and was also offensive in his opinions. Then realizing has, and make him understand
that I am wrong. He must offer his apologies.

comida rara
Food rare. mixture.!It is the appearance of a plate of food, scrambled eggs, which does not let see precisely which
leads, because it is all scrambled, and sticky between if the ingredients.He wondered therefore. And who is this mixture?

comida rápida
fast food is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Junk food" being its meaning:<br>Junk food.   (You remove
hunger momentarily, but it is not what you would call, food )Since it adds nothing of nutrients, and is prepared with the
excess of factories of sausages. EJ. Sausages. Sausage. Viennese. Burgers.

comistrear
Sink his tooth. Eat what you can, although not to the liking. Cooperate each with what it takes to eat.

como estas
like these, it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Curiocidad Impersonal." being its meaning:<br>Know that
is well pleased. The person knows exactly how it feels, or looks, asks only for tokenism, curiosity, and often with
indifference, that nothing resolves to who is ahead. When asked, how these? It should be added without hesitation. How
can I help you?

como quien oye llover
Tilt your head to one side. Adopting a stupid attitude, and indifferent

como se le dice a la persona que vende hierbas
as is the person who sells herbs is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Physician of the poor." being its
meaning:<br>Yerba Mate. Herbalists. Meica. Healer. By the knowledge that had or have. healed ( break ) stomach
ache, Santiguan. And like the quimicos-farmaceuticos, they recommended herbs appropriate to the disease and
ailments.

como se trasladan los productos del campo a la ciudad
In cart.   (A minority has truck.  ) Usually when we talk about field, we are talking about is little trodden by motor vehicle
paths. Typically are in a cart pulled by oxen, with which these farmers approaching their products place that can reach a
path more broad, and safe. Products that are bought it wholesale, (Sacks of wheat. Coal. Potatos. Hazelnuts. Beans.
Dried fruit. And wood. Billet for stoves, and )



como te llamas
My name is.It is illogical, and more absurd to call if same.  (Yo no me llamo, call Me )

competir
RESPECT. To compete fight for a position, whatever this is, there must be much respect. Never do it by only pride,
demonstrate power. Feeling of inferiority or by being defeated. Or displaced by race. Religion. Or genre. Arriving in a
fourth place not WINS. Or feel the victory in the first place. But though it delayed again, and fighting without advance
supporting elbows in others to take more steam, dirty competition and cowardly. Therefore importantly do honest and
respectful form without traps or using trickery.   (White sticks, is the same as pay to obtain votes in favour own )

compramelo
Acquire it. Get me it. I want that motif for my.!

comunas
Sectors. Divisions. The cities are divided into communes. To facilitate access to services. EJ. Municipality. Civil registry.
Health centers. schools.

con la musica a otra parte
Do not disturb. Not preach something that is unknown, that it arrives without being invited. So it will say only. Go with
your music elsewhere!   (It is not inappropriate. Here it is not welcome.  )

con la música a otra parte
Walk you to the crest!    ( Hill more high that there is )

concepto de hidrante
Keep the skin moisturized. Soft. Rather than flaky, dry appearance. Neither shiny greasy.

conciencia erronea
Person without prejudice. Unconscious. You do not know the moral and regrets, for having acted so harmful and wrong,
against someone vulnerable.

concubina
Concubine is incorrectly written and should be written as "Partner.  " being its meaning: < /br >Partner. Couple. Usually it
is matched, lives with a married man.

condenable
INCEST. I believe that. Incest. It is the most reprehensible, something unnatural, in either is its degree of kinship
between if. He said male and female. But the eyes can not pose for a relative. It is unacceptable from the point of view
see you. In addition to pain it can cause, because our / to, enemy, can be invited to by the victim.

conejo
rabbit is written incorrectly and it should be written as "Premature ejaculator." being its meaning:<br>A man who
performs sexual intercourse as quickly as rabbits, tough nothing, also a father of several children. And someone with
smelly armpits.



confesion
Confession. It can be applied on two occasions. 1. Before a confessional to a priest, confessing our guilt or sins, to
relieve our conscience. 2. The answer that one detainee, Reo. The judge, either confessing or denying the offense as is
it is accusing.

conflictivo
Conventillero.! A tenement is comprised of several Piezas-habitacion, measurements are 4 x 4 approx. In a small plot
they build as much that can its owner. Because that's your business, live those leases. To live so crowded, and so many
families, there are always conflicts. Space for hanging clothes. The laundry. The. Or the bathrooms. If discussed
children, the adults are involved, and this makes there are always feuding, and vulnerable people to lead, or lead to
arguments, fights, and conflicts.

conjeturas
Assumptions. Dudas.Si a person, doubt, or want to know something from something or someone, exhausted the means
to do so. Suspecting, calculating dates. Trying to remove, mentira-verdad. Have if ever they find the aforementioned, a
little distracted person, and obtain what they want to know. Or check.

consul
He is mentioned as. Diplomat. Who is responsible for protecting the people and interests of his countrymen, while
abroad.

contar una de indios
count one Indian is incorrectly written and it should be written as "No credible Narrator.  " being its meaning: < /br
>Phrase used, the above are not convinced, and left many doubts.

contiguos
Nearby. Adjoining. To the side.  Neighbors.

continuidad
Birth of males. Only with males they can continue to maintain. Continuing. Prolonging. Surname Paterno.

corcoveo
Not tamed. Chúcaro. When a foal. Mare. Filly. Horse, or they want to tame them, Taming them to be assigning and
mounted, they react with jumping, kicking, swipes, and even bite. That is called. Juddering.

corregir
Does is eat the Capon a peasant term, which is said to a child who has a bad behaviour in a public place or in another
House, where there may be a corrective.??And he said. When we come to the House we're going to eat the Capon!And
there he received the reprimand or punishment required by its lack.The Capon, a rooster that not fertilize and grows
more than normal, and is used so that it empolle the eggs of hens, they take, they give many turns asta stun him, and
leave him on the nest with eggs, and confused stays there and hatched them.  (ASTA today using this method )

coser peumo
sewing peumo is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Being discreet." being its meaning:<br>Learn to keep a
secret. The tree called Peumo, gives a so-called seed of the same name. Which is edible, despite what little of its
content, as if I had a little thick shell, this is cast in warm water for a while. And the same can be done by keeping it in



the mouth.   (Keeping it closed.  )Chile still uses the phrase. You cueces peumo? To tell you a secret!

coses
Action of sewing. Either by hand, sew with needle and thread.   ( Or with machine sewing ) Also of patching, darning.
Joining two pieces of gender, leather, or what is needed to join.

criminal
criminal is incorrectly written, and should be written as "JACKAL" being its meaning:<br>A rapist. This is a despicable
individual, who deliberately lurks, plans, and attacking his victim, with criminal treachery. Not accidentally, happen to be
a murderer. This criminal. Viola. Roba. It destroys. Not only breaks a membrane. He kills his victim in life. Which is left
with absolutely nothing. Nothing to offer to whom could be her husband, tomorrow. Without dreams. Without smile.
Shame. ASCO. Rejection. Distrust.   ( Questions. Exams.  ) Everything was dirty for the rest of his life. And the more
serious and blatant that allege in their defense, these beasts.   ( They excuse me ) That the victim provoke them.!

cruzamientos
Mating. Between animal whether cattle. Horses. Goats, pigs. Etc. also say you meet, when the thread was already
pregnant.

cuales son palabras soeces
What are words profanity is incorrectly written and should be written as "vulgar" as meaning:<br>Vulgar. They are
usually in relation to the genitals, using a regular, running, and rude vocabulary.

cuartos
Rooms. In some places they are called quarters. Alcove. In other parts. Or also. 4 quarts = an integer.

cuatrero
Cattle rustlers. People who are engaged in the theft of horses. If they are not marked by their owners, they do it, and sell
them more easily. If they are, they are slaughtered and sold its meat.

cucha
Doghouse. Cuchita, refer to call a cat. When a woman is also the dismissing. The doorbell. Tea are doing the doghouse
and you know it, tell me about it.!

cuchita
Small cat. Also repetitive Word to call her. By ej. To eat, or Petting it.

cuello
Gullet.   (Even some farmers call it Guerguero.  ) The news that I received, I crossed in the Guerguero.!  (Birds have
Guerguero )

culo apretado
Be very afraid, when they are about to find out in a lie, or misleading in any way. And it is said. This is the ass seized
with both hands!   ( also boast, which is very educated )



cultivo de la patata
potato cultivation is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Sowing and cultivation." being its meaning:<br>Potato
or potato, as it is known in Chile. Is sowing. Apolca, (The soil to its around )   (If they are very large, are divided into two
) apply fertilizers or fertilizer, disinfectants. Then when it begins to sprout, they are covering with Earth, until you pass
the period of frost, they uncover and they are watered too often.   (Before sowing, be disinfected in a special for this
liquid.  ) The sandy earth is also the best, ( soft ) In contrast to the onion and garlic, which should be hardest.   (Chalky )

cundio
Increased. I multiply. Rippled, increasing fear.!

cundo no se supera la perdida de alguien
Eternal duel. Whether by death, or end of a relationship.

curado de hijo
curing son is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Thread enviriado." being its meaning:<br>Curing thread.
Thread enviriado. Preparation of glue and ground glass, which adheres to the thread, allowed to dry and winds. To
compete in the sport of kites or kites. It consists of rubbing the threads in the air and cut the opponent's.   (It is forbidden
to use in chile.  )

curandero
Meicas / I. Machis. Santeras. Beings who are born with a gift.   (The natural that is inherited from their ancestors.  )
Wisdom to heal through what nature provides us with. A title, ( or lack of ) It does them better, or worse. A teacher, it
may be more intelligent than an illiterate.

cursillista
trainee is incorrectly written and it should be written "Guide to religion" as meaning:<br>Person Guide calls. Christianity
studies. In which verses are read, and groups share ideas of how to understand and transmit religion

dama de compañía
Very educated woman. To provide company and hold a conversation on any topic, with who require their services,
including knowledge of first aid, if who used for caring for a sick.

dar a luz
Reveal a secret. Demonstrate a fact, a truth. Jealously guarded.

dar calabazas
Sign-off on a relationship. Usually it is not consensual.   (And it says ) Pumpkin, pumpkin, each one to his house.!

dar cancha a alguien
Flirt shamelessly. Especially women. In a meeting is very uncomfortable having an issue with that. Usual.!

dar con la puerta en la nariz
Aggressive and lacking attitude of education. It is not to allow anyone that commits an error, a lack without malice. Not
let him explain it. Be heard.   (Moreover, if this is his house, already speaks well of East )



dar cuerda
Encourage someone to make it elaborate on a subject, which when it is not of great interest is endless for some. This
gave rope which does not stop, will not be silenced.!

dar una de cal y otra de arena
give an of cal and another of sand is incorrectly written and should write is as "Cal. sand, and unemployed." being its
meaning:<br>Sometime in Chile, an insane proposed that bright idea to put an end to the high percentage of
unemployment. What if I took out was in times of dictatorship. A layer of lime, one of cement, and a layer of detainees.
The first most significant Tomb, was the reported and discovered in LONQUÉN.

darse una manita de gato
Makeup. When there is little time, he said.   (I'm going to give me a little help from cat, before leaving )

de apeame uno
GET OFF THE HORSE. Chile says alighting, to fall from the saddle of the horse or Mare.   (Alighting, lose its beast )

de buen grado
Quality of the alcohol. Especially of the liquor. With which Chile prepares for end of the year, called parties. Monkey tail! 
 (Leche-Cafe-Azucar-vainilla-canela-clavo of smell - and brandy to taste.  ) It is willingly, I am not strong!.

de mala muerte
seedy it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Poor quality." being its meaning:<br>Any product of medium to
poor quality. A not-so-thick fabric may be your fabric.   (This is hooked by the loose strands or loose ) A pottery that I not
reach the point of ovens, exact cooking, by which it breaks very easy.

de que se compone el día?
Details. Struggling to meet targets. Be, and make his people happy. Work. I am a student. Re-created. Feed. And rest.

de uvas a peras
Something incoherent. It is when someone goes from a topic to another, having nothing in common with what it is talking
about.   (Stay unplugged )

declaracion
Action of declaring. Narrate a fact. Show. EJ. Statement. Statement of the facts which makes a witness, or a defendant
before a competent judge.   (They are usually deaf and indifferent, if these do not have a lawyer.  )

decrépito
geezer is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Old man" being its meaning:<br>Despicable qualifier towards an
old man, and who do not wear elegant. A destitute person perhaps is a very valuable and intelligent being. They do not
deserve to be categorized as decrepit. An old man by very poor that he wears ragged deserves our respect. Maybe can
be going through an economic downturn. Broken is the one who can't measure or control what comes out of his mouth.
Someone young, also is impaired by the vices.

decuidado
It does not confiablePersona that it inspires mistrust, threatening attitudes, even fear.  Everything about her is to be



suspicious.

deficiecia
Delayed. Lerdo. A person with some sort of deficiency, which it limits it to develop some task, but slow. But not for this
reason, it is a mental deficient.

dejado de la mano de dios
It is said not very graceful people physically. It is well dejadito of the hand of God, is quite ugly!

dejame en paz de una vez
leave me in peace for a time is incorrectly written and should be written as "Walk you to the ridge." being its
meaning:<br>Walking the same crest. I don't know that you exist.

dejar algo mal sabor de boca
Receive. Or communicate something to someone who we know is going to cause pain. Disappointment. Or cries. Do it
with who you want, causes a bad taste, and anguish of the soul.

dejar algo mal sabor de boca
let something bad taste is incorrectly written and it should be written as "communicating bad news' being its
meaning:<br>Communicate news. Which we know that you cause anguish and pain, and still must be done.

deportacion
deportation is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Abuse of power." being its meaning:<br>Abuse. Without
giving any opportunity.

desbandarse
Birds or birds. A flock flying aimlessly, Asustados escaped from its cage, or captivity.

desbordante
A WOMAN DO.??The large quantity, quality and capacity for love, comfort, lull, cuddling.Ability to endure suffering
themselves and outsiders, the long arms to embrace and shelter, to soothe pain, give warmth and comfort, without
exhausting ever, be an unbreakable shield, to overcome fear, fatigue, fall a thousand times, and stand the same and
more strong, stands as the best lawyer argues without a master's degree in scienceIt gives everything in abundance and
is left to give, without knowing it or as. Not study anything, and knows all, sings, dances, teaches, is nurse, chef, knows
how to listen, and shut up.

descargo
1 - DEFEND THEMSELVES. 2 - COUNTERATTACK. Not necessarily, an accusation, the only miss being accused of
something is wrong. Illegal. Immoral. It doesn't mean that that person is. Guilty. And he has every right to defend itself.
Or counter, no matter whether this fall who is actually guilty. The defend themselves. It is a right. Before anyone else.
And you must listen to their arguments. Not to be. Mrs Justice. Impose the race. The color. The pattern. The owner of
the farm. It must necessarily always have the reason. Unfortunately for many. The thread is cut by the thinner! And it
pays the weakest. That. It has face guilty, this only without any support! It is easy to accuse. Virtue, is ask, listen, and
reasoning.



desconsuelo
FAILURE. The load with a. Emotional failure, is bleak. Because it is heavy. A failure in any situation. This leads to a very
intense wear. The which comes to affect the physical health and emotional. Because unconsciously, the car comes with
Yes blame. Even if her victim, for the reason that they are affected all our senses. Our emotions.

desdeña
It repudiates. A haughty person and pride, trifling, and feeling safe only by its economic situation, tends to be
contemptuous, with which, for her, are not at the same level. The despises. Making them feel very uncomfortable, and
rejected.

desesperante
LIFE. You drain.The look like. Drain life, feel the helplessness of not be able to stop the inevitable. How painful is that it
is not the normal cycle, is your health that is consuming you every day. When ACE already renounced look in the mirror.
When every day you'll getting in boxes, clothes that you have already so great. See how consumed your life silently,
saving as the greatest of secrets. So that others see it as something natural. But it hurts, pesa, that silence. This secret.
The can not share it. This is also love. love of the good, which quits, which departs to avoid them and see how you're
going to consume. Save the pain only for you. And wait. Wait.

desesperante
Being Dyslexic. It is distressing to address an issue when you suffer from this anomaly, everything costs more effort
than normal, for many is misunderstood, and us is little less than being insane. It is not a sin to have wires crossed, or
exchanged. It suffers a lot, and is humiliating, when it does the opposite to what you requested.

desesperanza
PATIENCE. Having only. Patience. We are not dying dreams and we deviated in despair. That must never be lost.
Dreams, help to stand up and continue.   (This I read child ) They say that a wise, sad and so poor that it was, that only
is it relied, leaves that caught.! Does there will be other wise, ( if it said )? more sad and poor than I? And when the face
I find the answer. Seeing that he was going after other wise. Picking the leaves than the courage! Hope and faith, is to
know, understand, and see. That there is always someone who this sad one. And we will have to give a hug, and thus
we are given strength, and hope to continue.

desganado
Pajero.! Loose. Stunned. Lacking in interest, commitment. Devoid of responsibility.

desgarrador
Not have parents do not have, or ignore our parents, causes intense pain, which do not achieve cover, the arrival of our
children, nor the work and concerns to give us, the pain remains there, waiting, always hoping that at some point
someone tell us?.? Hurts your pain, I'll tell you who they are your parents! and thus they spend the days and years.
Suffering wondering. Because I did not want?

deshonesto
Cheat. In life with honesty moves erguidamente. By ej. To Pedrito was discovered cheating, and dismissed it.

desilucion
Disappointment. For a being is very painful when you know you really the true personality, or character to whom we
thought it different. Either resulting in an aggressive person, rude, snobbish, or racist. One disappoints. Desenganado is.
  (How to get the blindfold )



desilusión
Do false oath when understood, that the person with whom we believed that it was forever.?? I swear falsely to God. It
causes us pain, and is so intense that disappointment, we doubt that there is life beyond that pain, and even we can see
the stars for a long time, because the tears do not allow us to see them.

desinhibida
Sassy. Not knowing the shame.

desmadejar
Clear up a misunderstanding.   (With a conversation )

desnudez
EXHIBITIONISM. Be nude just is an exhibitionist. A brazenness. Even the poorest people. They dress. Even with rags
covering his body and respect him. The peasants. Workers plowing. Carving out land, not are they can wear label. They
work in all Sun and why you can see them shirtless. Used clothing, for the work, they arrive are asean and put clean
clothes, but this is of very humble origin. They are irreplaceable people for. RICH LANDOWNER. Without them it would
be a landowner. The pattern, and serious not capable of performing, what ordered them carry out their workers.

desnutrido
Person completely devoid of food.

desobediencia
FOR A REASON. For the reason, a justified action, can obey. Not by a mandate. Order. Decree. Hierarchy. Position.
Class. Religion. Race. Pattern to your worker. Whether or not it agrees, or is unacceptable. Social or morally. You can
not obey. If it is questionable or goes against morals, or against our own criteria. To make you obey. You need to know.
Ask for it. Raise it. Clearly and honestly. And the time. ACCEPT. A trainer. Becomes obey.

despertarse con las gallinas
wake up to the hens is incorrectly written and should be written as "to clarify" being its meaning:<br>Waking up very
early. Just brightens. The singing rooster.

despilfarra
Waste. Waste on excessive form, without thinking of build, or prevent the future. Usually a lavish, is one who shares
what he inherited, or not you cost a long time work, and save it.   (And good friend, while there is money )

despistado
Among stunned. And Agueonado.

desprestigiadas
Calumniadas. People who have been away from a group. Work, for malicious comments. They are not always true, it
usually is out of envy.

desprolijidad
desprolijidad is incorrectly written and should be written as "this the shit" being its meaning:<br>Let the slush. The shit.
The new Administration has the tremendous " Desprolijidad "! they have no idea.!



desprolijidad
desprolijidad is incorrectly written, and should be written as "neglected" being its meaning:<br>People who do not leave
a perfect job. They do it a lot. To the devil. They have nothing of prolix. Nothing of what they do is them well. Due to lack
of interest.

despues de un dia viene otro
After a day comes another is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Somewhat inevitable" being its
meaning:<br>Something logical. Inevitable. Nothing new. Phrase conformist. It is natural as we exist, that we will see a
new day.

desvergonzado
Runaway. Bigeye tuna. Face of callus. = (Face lasts )

desvergonzado , atrevido insolente
Pointy.! Daring. Brash. Or Cara-Dura. A being would.?!Last pa front.!

desverijado
Serious wounds. Desverijado! When a horse or Mare, slips, and opens her legs, and thus are broken English, reason
that often has to sacrifice the animal, especially when it is a pony stallion, because you can not return to cross, by the
painful wounds.

débil
Person without character. Not willingly. Headquarters with ease to what propose you.

dietas desmedidas
Irresponsibility. We must have more respect with our agency. They are usually the suicidal diets to lose weight, without
measuring the consequences of this then, brings against our health. The thinness isn't synonymous with total beauty.
Just look at naked old, and you can see that the models were not exactly thin. Fat people do not feel bad about it.
Unfortunately, make them feel bad, and you uncomfortable.

difrencia entre reclusion y presidio
Imprisonment is who this prisoner, prisoner. Detained.   (There is night detention )Presidio. Prison. or jail. Place where
the doomed. Whatever its extent and time of condemnation.  (They pay no rent. Power. Light. No water )

dignidad
Respect for if same. It is very important, and makes us great. By Ej. By accepting a prize, that we know don't win it in
honest way, with only our effort. It is like buying a trophy if same. But this one, can be displayed with dignity? If it has
this virtue. Lol

digueñe
Fungus. The Digüeñe, Quidene, or Quirene, is an edible fungus that occurs when oak starts to sprout leaves, eaten raw
in salad and soups, are given in the Andes of Chile

dije
I said is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I spoke" being its meaning:<br>I spoke. I gave my opinion. I said



what I had to say.

dingolondango
Name of a program of. TV. In Chile, there was a programme of family entertainment, dances, contests, singing, and
small plays. The which his name was Dingolondango. Led by don Enrique Maluenda.

dios
God is incorrectly written and it should be written as "A supreme being" being its meaning:<br>Supreme being. God.
Christ. or Jesucristo. A supreme being infinitely perfect. Creator of all that exists in the universe.To whom we look when
we are afflicted, never when we are happy. Or we give thanks for this reason.

discenir
Understand. Learn to think clearly

discurso politico pesado y aburrido
Latiado.Especialmente young people say they are. Latiaos. Where a prolonged Act, speech meeting, in which they, are
not at ease, and without peers, get bored, and repeated. I'm super latiaaaao! We Let's go?And for parents, listen to
every moment.   (It is also pesky, and altered, by that do not allow one to focus.  )

disernimiento
Apparently he meant. Discernment. That refers to an individual is aware of what he did. Or planning, is why courts have
decreased the age to judge for the crimes to which they cling to the pretext. That they are underage.! And exit free of
responsibility for crimes that are them is accusing.

dislocacion
Decomposed. In rural places when someone sprains an ankle, or knee. They say it broke!   (And there are people who
manage them without putting them plaster, with only thin tablitas, to immobilize it )

distraido
Pajarón. Or stunned. It is the one who is not aware of the theme that is trying to, is distracted wasting your time and that
of others. Or he dedicates his time to another activity, which makes it worthy of this name.

distraido
Speechless. Someone who loses much time, instead of working or studying, and remains looking at nothing.   (Looking
for, what not will him to lost.  )

divorcio
MUTILATION. The live in couples, marriage, having a complete family and after years of stay asleep, very busy. One
day upon waking, you have nothing, we feel that you cut into pieces, when you lose everything, especially a child, and
address it in complete solitude. For me, is a total mutilation.

doblegarse
bowing is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Submit.  " being its meaning: < /br >Submit. What no one should
be allowed. For dignity and respect if same. Who bends. It is an abusive coward.



dormitorio de gallinas
Chicken coop.

duro de mollera
hard soft spot is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Porfiado" being its meaning:<br>Hard soft spot.   (Head
lasts )It is someone very stubborn, do not understand reasons, you want to always be right.

duro y parejo
Phrase. Used by workers who make it to treatment in toothbrushes. More rapid end, can take another job. .

echar al agua
take to the water is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Expose." being its meaning:<br>Take to the water. It is
charged. Leave someone in evidence of his lie, also be awarded compliments, for a job, that person does not perform.

echar toda la carne al asador
Tell all at once. Not sit with nothing saved. To the right. In chile it is said. Pull all the meat Grill.!Ditto for a sentimental
issue is going to the point. To the grain.

echar un polvito
Give me one, "Pasadita "

echar un polvito
Let's take one to the "Rabbit "   (Quickie )

efrain
1-EFRAÍN. Own name which is used alone, without a middle name. 2 - The origin of the name Efraín. It is one of the
tribes of Israel. Nearby to the desert of Judea.3-Efraín. It is the name of a mountain located east of the Jordan. 4-Efraín.
It was the second son of Josef. trunk of the tribe of his name, which was very powerful in time of the jueces.5-Efraimita.  
( Of Ephraim ) Israelite of the tribe of Ephraim.

el alba
To the edge of the Diucas.   (Diuca is a bird, crowing only to clarify, (He, already sees clear )  and shut up until the sun
rises.

el altar
The Altar.   (They also call it pulpit ) Sacred space. Place where the priest. Officiates, or makes the Holy Mass, reading
the word of God, in the company of the Sexton, or an altar boy. Also there delivers the Ostia, (Communion ) called this,
the body of Christ.

el cielo
Imaginary place. Full of light, hope and happiness, all the beautiful and quiet we can imagine, it is there, in that
vastness, called Sky.

el incorecto



Incorrigible person.   (Child, or adult ) who does not respect rules, schedules, does not have good habits, or correct
manners. Which embarrasses her family

el reptor
The Rector. I think it is the Rector. The Director. Highest authority of an educational establishment.   (EJ. Many people
say, the Coptel, rather than the cocktail )

eliu cardozo
You.  So and so.  You exist. Unique and unrepeatable.

embelezas
You embelesas. You seduces. You love.   (It is apparently without z )  I'm rapt, Spellbound, to look at you as attractive /
or!

embiste
Attack. Whether a dog, or any animal to get threatened or invaded its territory.

emblema patrio
Flag. Which should be put in homes and buildings when it is required, as the independence day or mourning.   (Average
up to ) Also this which rises and remains in the Government House, which has engraved the emblem of the country.   (In
Chile is the Huemul, and Condor.  ) And the phrase is. For the reason, or the force!

empalagoso
Person empalagosa.¿Empalagoso that is dealing with, so Word confusing and irrelevant to confuse and disguise
something unpleasant, often inadmissible in view, or to the ear, and even against morals and good customs through an
Act, within the society, become a cover for what is wrong and immoral.?

empalizada
Partitions. Partitions, which are separations of the places in a House are made in the cottages, rustic. These are made
of thin sticks, placed vertically, the more together as possible, and filled with straw and mud holes. Branches with green
leaves.   (Because it is more easy to manipulate them ) or rushes, (Plant that comes in the always damp places, to its
very long leaves, gives them many uses in the handicraft )

empotado
Empotado. Subject man. When a man falls obsessively, until almost willingly. Give the reason in all women. Although
East far from having it. Yes my love! As I tell my heart! As you like my heaven! Etc thinks that there is no one better than
that. That no one exceeded it in anything.   (Especially in sex.  ) They move away from friends. e even from his family.
And if this is married. Leave everything to this woman. And his friends see him mockingly hurt. Telling him. Whores that
these Empotao with do that do Gueon!

emprendieron
They vanished.   (Run ) They undertook. They undertook a fast race, and did not see anymore here!

en las barbas&#40; de esos árabes&#41;
on 40 beards; of those 41 Arabs; It is incorrectly written and it should be written as "blatant" being its meaning:<br>Do



something in front of others, without any hesitation.  They are Arabs.  Chinese.  etc.

en nombre de nieta suya
My daughter.

enaguita
Petticoat. O.enaguita is the diminutive, or refers to this garment for a girl.The petticoat is a feminine lingerie garment,
this will under the dress, undress, this garment is in conformity with the body, and women without being nude, for the
vision of the man, this looks very feminine, and recatadamente insinuating, there are silk, cotton, satin.   (These have,
lace, lace fabric, and openings )Enaguas.Es because there are several models, up to the waist, full, and to use them
with pants, the advantage of this garment, is whether a medical consultation. The woman is not so disengaged.And to
say.The word you adema. Enaguita, or in-water. It also deals with to say. Wait, I already ocupare thee.

encanada
Imprisoned. Here in chile to jail or prison, he is called cane! When someone is arrested, detained, or prisoner.   (Men
and 41 women; They say. The / to discovered and fell, or Cana.!

encandelillar
encandelillar is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Pattern" being its meaning:<br>Terminations at the edge
of the turn dress, (Genera, 41 fabrics; so these non of Ravel. They are carried out with machine Overlock, zig zag, and
by hand with needle and thread in cross stitch.

encaramada
Perched / s. It is a tooth that grows over another, and deforms them. Especially this anomaly occurs between the dogs.  
(Fangs ) It is resolved with braces. And rarely, thinning a piece to give cavity, and align the other parts.

enfermante
enfermante is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Insistente. Repetitive."being its meaning:<br>Very heavy
person. Catete. Swelling. Insistent.

enojo
Still are angry with the Indians, because we could not subdue? do only Ho I eliminated as a collaborator, for being
women, and realistic, and not disguise the facts? that shame that continue the game to another faggot, and I eliminated
to me, without taking into account the interest and visits to my contributions from his followers, apparently, are a fraud
does..?!

enrrostrar
Reprimand. Scold. Blame someone else a fact that causes discomfort and problems to others.

enseguida
To the shot. It is also said in Chile, to the touch!

entenado
ENTENAO is called to a child raised as a son, only for love, or when already the children grow up and go home, they
pick up a child, caring for and protecting it from the abandonment in which is.??It is widely used in fields and rural areas,



where a marriage had many sons, and them they handing over to others, that they could not feed them all, something is
also done by love and protect it from lack of essentials in his life.Not necessarily is the son of one of the spouses.

entre gallos y media noche
DAWN. Between roosters and midnight. This terminology is much used in chile when someone comes from dawn. 2 -
when someone walks with something not very sure, doubtful, little credibility. He also said. Among dark - and of course.

entre gallos y medianoche
Between dark and light. Also, between green and dry. It refers to something little credible. Or that is an indefinite margin.
In Chile we say, between Tongoy and los Vilos.! Places quite separate from each other.   ( 184,81 in straight line, and
204 kilometers by road.  )

entreala
Bring something under the armpit. Same as. Hidden beneath the wing.

equivocarse
Confused. Get lost. Disorientated. Err in a calculation.

es tu turno
It's your turn, passes.  Go ahead. While waiting for care, whether it be medical, an interview, or enter a guard shift.  etc

esa vieja está buena
Old rich! Attractive. Sensual. Female. Chile thus say the women, that despite his age, remain very good physically. They
should not necessarily be curvy. In the opinion before apparently describes a barrel without strapping.   (Egg 41 waist;

escopeta
Shotgun. A woman who does not leave standing bird.   (In Chile there is a bird called Diuca. And to the penis also refer
with that name )

escuela positiva
A school where there is no discrimination. Any class, where the quality of teaching is more important that. The monthly
fee.

esparsir
Spread. Spread. By ej. When is sowing any seeds. They are scattered, are pulled by hand, as they say. The broadcast.  
(So there are no all together )

especie
ONE THING. A species is often something without value or importance, according to where you want to include. It is not
a species rare mix you of races, without mixing would not exist physical varieties, or languages, which is why this non
we can communicate with other tribes. Peoples. Countries. And power, or trying to understand and comprehend their
customs different from ours. And many times we were amazed what you can learn if we have the provision not to
discriminate. This is engrandar, not cut anyone.   (Unless, one sits less than another, and only one species rare, one
thing )



esta caucaito
Semi-cooked. Half-cooked. Any food, which is half-cooked, more raw than cooked.

esta jodido
This shit. Until the crest of boring. drop one over the other, the poor Panchito.!

estado de sitio
Situation imposed by a military regime. In e which can not go out. To break it, the military have shoot-to-kill order.
Without warning.

estar en aprietos
be in trouble is incorrectly written and it should be written as"espirituados" as meaning:<br>Keep the soul in a thread.
The fear of being discovered, makes having the back seized with both hands.

estar en el séptimo cielo
be in the seventh heaven is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Be very happy" being its meaning:<br>Be
assured that we are beloved / I. Matched. Feel protected by a soft and strong arms, full of love

estar en la buena
Go kissing the nape. We got in the good! that is why the saying. The amista is arranged under the fraza!   (Blanket, 41
friendship;

estar en la mala
Be estranged with another person. Not talking about us because we are in the bad.!   (Angry )

estar en su cabales
Maintain a consistent behavior, with what it says and does.

estar frito
Be discovered. To commit an offence, eg.  Assault. Infidelity. We are fried, they plundered us with their hands in the
dough!.

estar pato
be duck is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Bad streak." being its meaning:<br>Not have a weight in the
pockets. Can someone at some point go through that situation.

estar que arde
A tense atmosphere. Where is on the verge of forming a fight. By a provocation of someone to do so. Or by a
misunderstanding.   (They are enrabiados )

estoca
estoca is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Rapier" being its meaning:<br>Punch. Rapier. In the criminal
population, (Prisons. Prisons ) manufactured handmade weapons sharps, with any metal to attack, or defend
themselves against others.



estrobos
stopping is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Launches" being its meaning:<br>Lance. It is a wire rope
twisted with hooks made to pull a vehicle. This can be rigid, (To maintain distance ) also flexible

etarea
Entrust. Fill or bridge work to another.  EJ. I am very busy, ( occupied )! I do not have time!

eternidad
OUR TRADITIONS. Respect for the traditions of our ancestors from generation to generation, knowledge, cross the
origin in the medicine of plants. It discovered that our ancestors. That to me is a true eternity. Nobody knows a lot about
the true origin of all, we know this because someone wrote it. But he lived? Our ancestors. IF.

excomunion
excommunication is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Punishment." being its meaning:<br>Sanction serious
and Irreversible. That imposes the Catholic religion, especially to women, when this practice, or an abortion is done.   (
3rd Sacramento.  )

exponer un material de forma clara para que se entienda
expose a material clearly so that they understand it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "A right" to be its
meaning:<br>To the right. To the point. Unadorned, or go for the branches. In Chile, we use the phrase, " two
tablespoons, and 34th Pope;

extingirse
SOMETHING PAINFUL.Watch as consumed a life is. Something very painful, a life that was fertile productive, joyful,
creative, flexible, healthy, active. And all that is not running almost nothing. A life that was full of laughter, work, careers,
challenges, questions and answers. Now in silence and in a space just for you, in complete solitude and silence. Only
broken by the sound of a keyboard, which finds clear day, writing that may not shout. His frustrated dreams. His
indifference. Its abandonment. His sadness. The pain of impotence. Everything was captured, in leaves that someday
will be read, maybe as. Stories. Poems. And stories, to think and dream.

eyaculador precos
Males early. cotton candy.!It tells who suffers from this annoying and embarrassing problem, because it lasts so little in
the sexual act, like a mouthful of cotton candy in your mouth, which dissolves, very quickly.

faciente
Irrefutable. Truthful. Authentic. Real.   ( faciente, apparently there is no )

facilidades de pago
Wrong confidence. When given you someone the opportunity of. Easy pay! It is that not met in time acquired debt. And
usually these facilities! They are not met, or dilate them until when the creditor gets tired waiting, or charge you.

facilidades de pago
The treatment of the peasant and the devil! Account a farmer made a deal with the devil, and told him. Bring me all day,
all the riches that asks. And you come to me to seek. TOMORROW! The next day the devil arrived very early to find
him, and told him the farmer. That day is? The devil said it is today maybe. What the farmer said. Do not I told you that
morning? Is the same for those charges.



fama
DIM FLASH. Fame. Believing in the fame which is only a Dim glimmer. What lasts while you have money. A surname
that has dragged on, or is adopted only to have fame, and not pass INADVERTIDO. Already many times himself he
says nothing to anyone, and takes one that is not right, and which is not always well utilised. And this takes very little
time, as the false.

fastidioso
Unfriendly. Someone unpleasant in every aspect. By ej. Pedrito gets unbearable, when they not let him win a game,
gets Odioso!.

felicidad
ANTONIMO.¿Arroyo of tears do can be so much sadness that destroys a heart pain, which is both what can cry, that it
would be.?A stream with those tears.Lidia Agnes.

flor flay
Perfecto.Flor flay, to say, I am perfect, good.Or, this is going to be, flower flay, ( it will be very good.  )

foca
Ugly woman. By not enjoy a long neck.  (Lacking Chin )

forma elegante para decir vomitar
What eliminare me this intoxicating. I retire to expel something.!   ( Saying it gently and softly.  )

forzaba
Be imposed. For many reasons and reasons, a person may force or compel another to act against their ideals, religious.
Be sympathetic to certain political ideology. E even of their morality. Using his power. Or fear

fosilizadas
Petrified. Something that have come into contact, or dragged pon volcanic lava, either of vegetable origin, living beings,
or whatever. This becomes a fossil. As stone, but preserving the form of what was, and usually between light
yellow-brown color. Variety of these pieces can be found in the second region of Chile.

frase célebre
famous phrase is incorrectly written and should be written as "To meditate " being its meaning: < /br >I have had
careers, like handkerchiefs. And I've had hardships, as masses a convent. QUELENTARO.   (Chilean singer-songwriter
)

fregar la vida
Be negative. Defeatist. Find details, or defaults to whatever, and whoever, is a bitter, it is pleasant to cause doubts and
problems in the lives of others.

frenada de cuncuna
Women with overweight. Despite being fat, insisting on wearing clothing set, attached to the body, and thereby leave
evidence tires an envelope, not which is the waist.



frescas
fresh is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Scoundrels.  " being its meaning: < /br >Women with little shame.
Cheeky. That he openly flirts with their form of dress provocative. And when approaching a male.

fria y calculadora
Selfish and concerned. Person lacking morals, and morals

frigider
Refrigerator. Or fridge. In some places mentioned it as. Frigidly.   (Appliance for the fresh food preservation.  )

friguida
friguida is incorrectly written and should be written as "Carente good stimulus." being its meaning:<br>Wrong stimulated.
The woman is not frigid, just can not answer by fatigue, because men have premature ejaculation. And this is bored to
not reach the peak times.  (Preliminary games.  )

frustarse
Failing. Failing. If start a job with great enthusiasm, and despite the effort it is not. It's very frustrating! But never falter,
must restart. Always.

frustrante
THE SILENCE.What is most frustrating. It is the silence. The not to shout what causes you pain, what you don't want to,
what you like, what you want. Pray in silence for a hug. A kiss. A you want to. A you need. A do not go. And all that
leave it as a romantic, or heartbreaking stories, and poems, they can shout what nobody ever heard of you. And listen to
now that you say. What you write is very beautiful. Forgive me for not seeing you soon. Time passes relentless. The day
ends, and already then clarify.

funda
cover is incorrectly written and should be written as "Crown.  " being its meaning: < /br >Crown. It is called cover, that
covers the tooth where it is anchored fixed prosthesis, whether teeth or molars.

fusilamiento
Execute. Murder. Called squad with firearms against the condemned to death. Which is release, three days before to be
done.

galletero
galletero is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Emery.  " being its meaning: < /br >Emery. Used tool in which
are inserted discs cut and rough (Polishing, wear, different cuts.  ) in metallic structures. As in a drill bits are exchanged,
they are metal, or wood.

galón
Gas cylinder. Also called which gallon, or balloon.   ( Depends on the sector where they inhabit )

gancho preciso
precise hook is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Knockout." being its meaning:<br>Precise hit that gives
one of the competitors in the sport of boxing. The one which leaves him out of combat, and knockout. Outside. Don't



keep fighting, competing. It is usually in the area of the vessel, or between the ear and neck.

gangocho
Worn-out sacks. Aportillados. Frayed. The sacks were made from hemp, when not used, they are called gangocho. And
it is also used with affection by passing him something to wrap someone. Wrap up with this Gangochito.!

garabato
Rudeness. Who, (41 Chile; It is expressed with words vulgar and rude, he says. This ordinary, speaks with pure
scribbles.!

garrotear
garrotear is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Be very pricy.  " being its meaning: < /br >Pricy. Charge more
in a product. Especially when you give credit. 2 grab sticks.

garrotero
garrotero is incorrectly written and should write it as "oriole." being its meaning:<br>Shamelessly loose person,
scoundrel blatant, abusive, which feeds, lives at the expense of others. Borrow whatever, and no returns or pay.

gánatela
earn it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Struggle" being its meaning:<br>Fight for it. Don't miss try.!

golondrinos
Birds. Male barn swallow.

granuja
1 ¿Cuentero.¿2 does Fox do both are shrewd, mestizos, and opportunists.??

grasitud
Greasy. Skin infused with fat. By Ej. Seals when they are born, have hair, then fat sticks it to them and gives them the
appearance that is skin, or leather. To the gratitude of the wool from the sheep. Sheep, bighorn sheep. He is called.
Lanolin.

grasura de un animal
Different from each animal fats. Cattle, they have two. Which he is called kidney, because it is hard. And laces, which is
the most used for bread because it is more oily. The pig has a single, La butter. To the Las Aves.   (Hens. Ducks.
Turkeys. Geese. Moorhens.  ) He is called Infundia, or Injundia. The fat obtained from the wool of sheep, is lanolin.
Widely used in creams.   (Especially those that are hand )

grupo social
A social club. For example. The place where neighbors gather. Mothers centers Headquarters. Meetings of guardians.

guache
Trap. The gouache is used in rural areas, (Pulley steel ) to marry. Rabbits and hares. Used a small stake, it is a stick of
50 cm with tip, which put out 40 is made; above ) and there is installed a steel wire with a loop ( round ) It must be easy



to close, and it pierces the ground where these animals exist, to pass these closed and can not break away.   (Also
when you want to fall in love with someone, it says. I will give you a Guachecito!  )

guacho
Victima.De conviction society, by the same people who let them. Forgotten! No child is Guacho, while you have your
mother. Because no Guacho say the son of a single parent, or widowed? Because they do not reach to finish saying it,
and would have a bunch of hits, Bocota.! Be married / or is not synonymous with being best mother, or father, many,
only provide.

guaina
Are you, guainita already?It is to put a call of attention a child believed already a teenager, and was involved in a
conversation of adults, without asking for permission to do so, and only told. Is guainita you? And that is enough to
apologize and withdraw from there.

guazo
Chilean Peasant man. Huaso. But usually they say, Guaso. Also applies as a qualifier, to someone shy and shameful.  
(The peasant is quiet, unhurried, not clumsy or stupid ) The of. GUASO, he is insinuating that someone has no manners,
and cross out it of ignorance.

guerra sin cuartel
Not give truce. Willfulness, or fight, to just shit!.   (Do not leave or breathe the opponent.  )

güevas
balls is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Rather unpleasant." being its meaning:<br>They exclaimed of
displeasure. Says who something not turned out you very well. In the interview, I was like the balls!.

ha enseñado
He taught is incorrectly written and it should be written as "I deliver their knowledge." being its meaning:<br>I give their
knowledge, their wisdom. The village elder teacher, never ceased to teach.! I not only to taught mathematics, also me to
taught to face life.!

haber gato encerrado
Hidden pregnancy. When it is suspected that the woman is pregnant and this, even though it is already evident denies it.
  (This has locked up Jack, and this anything )

haber pisado alguien buena &#40;o mala&#41; hierba
have stepped on someone ( good or bad ) grass is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Be superstitious." being
its meaning:<br>It is said is a person having good or bad fortune.    ( o Luck )

haber pisado alguien buena &#40;o mala&#41; hierba
have stepped on someone ( good or bad ) grass is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Be superstitious." being
its meaning:<br>It is said is a person having good or bad fortune.    ( o Luck )

hablar a calzón quitado
Hairless in the language! Without giving turns to the topic. To the right and bluntly. That the subject is good, Clarito



hablar de otra cosa
Take the remove out of something. Not knowing the subject matter to be treated. A delicate subject, a commitment that
is not to be fulfilled or admitted, to face, and irresponsibly, to avoid it.

hacer conejo
make rabbit is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Being dishonest" being its meaning:<br>In chile it is known
as. Dead dog. One distracts the waiter and the other escapes without erasing the consumed.

hacer eco
1. what we say is of such importance, that by the silence because of the attention, echoes in the meeting place. So it is
heard by all the expuesto.2-preaching in the desert. It is wear out talking and not be heard, doing wasting our time with
those who neither want to know or learn. We only hear our own voice.

hacer el amor
Caress the soul with a kiss. When that happens, make love, what else is having sex. And love is made with
respeto-Lealtad - Fellowship-complicity-support. And with those ingredients or part of them, a very solid Indestructible
love is formed.   (Live apegaditos, so is never a place for a third person.  )

hacer la rata
Make the cimarra. Do the hits. Abscond, or not to attend classes.

hacer perro muerto
make dog dead is incorrectly written and should write is as "cheating." being its meaning:<br>Deceive, escape from a
place without paying a Bill. Generally, a sale of food site. After eating a piece.

hacerse el de los oidos sordos
The fool is made. Huevón.   (Gueon ) Because it doesn't suit you to be aware.

hacerse el longi
make the longi is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Vivaracho." being its meaning:<br>Appear to be tare.
Make the huevón. Give the impression that is silly, retarded, Gil. And not be held responsible for any obligation. Leaving
to others resolved everything to the poor. Being a bum exploited and opportunistic.

halapa
. To the shoulder. To the back. It is said has-lapa, when takes something on your back. Or the exclamation point toward
someone sorry, with problems that your understanding not seen your solution, and we say to him. Throw them back!
Telling him this, that cares about what does not concern you, or is not going to solve.

hamaca
Chigua.En fields called Chigua, a fabric, bag or Burlap, a genre resistant, tied by ends to a beam, which gets to the
baby, and they rocked to sleep, and it does, whether that this tired, or dizzy.And that way the parents work and not lose
sight.

hasta luego
until then it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "see you soon" being its meaning:<br>see you soon. It is a



farewell which is clear, which will be found very soon again.

hasta nunca
Walking the shit. No I want to see you or in paint!

hechicera
Witch. Also called sorceress, a woman who enjoys a special charm.

hecho de menos
Wonder. Miss back who turned away from our side, or our lives.

hecho tierra
Hide a fact. EJ. A theft. Crime. Non-payment of taxes. Take land, so no one see or know.

helado
Frozen. Someone Entumido because of the cold. The homeless, who have no where cobijare, die, from ice-cream! of
the environment.

herida
Insulto.Pera a be an insult can cause the wound deeper that it can do you to someone.Much less if that someone is
more vulnerable, because it hurt his soul.And if it is premeditated. It is cruelty.For example. Parents insulting, mocking
one defect of another. Not respecting the elderly. It's like slap us. GOD.

hijo menor
youngest son is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Vallico " being its meaning: < /br >Vallico. It tells which
was born to the last. That is usually more weak, beanpole. Flacuchento. WIMP. As the seed that gives the plant of the
same name.

hijo menor
youngest son is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Vallico " being its meaning: < /br >Vallico. It tells which
was born to the last. That is usually more weak, beanpole. Flacuchento. WIMP. As the seed that gives the plant of the
same name.

hinojos
Very aromatic and medicinal plants. Very pleasant and stimulating aroma in infancy. Currently sold as anise seed.  
(Gourmet products.  )

hipócrita
Phony. Trickster and calculator. Nothing credible and reliable. A character negative and vindictive, since it houses not
feelings, or noble and sincere attitudes with or towards anyone.

historiador
Researcher, or Narrator. To say an event, it must be clear, fluid, find the right words that is pleasant and enjoyable to
read, to learn, thinking who more what you are looking for are children and adolescents, which get bored very easily



read history is heavy, but narrated as enjoyable tale comes more easily and want to continue knowing more every day.

hombre
LIED-PROVIDER.   (Not always, there are 41 sperm banks; A man is not always macho-semental. In many cases only
is a Proveedor-imagen - male in a House. There are also the good hombres-padres - mothers, when these enviudan.
They must be responsible for the children, and have to face tasks them more incredible, because never them they had
practiced and valued in women, as this can be done four things at the same time. And the vast majority are people more
active and majority in businesses and rural sectors as workers for gross work.   (That requires force )

hombre sol
Man only heats. It can excite. Nothing more. When already do not achieve an erection.  It is not for the beautiful.   ( Dual
corner ) It serves to bundle up on your side

horcones
Wooden pillars.Los horcones, are Woods, usually more than 8 x 8 inches thick, must be firm, usually called tree, oak.  
(It is long lasting, and not undermines )And in these rest beams, then put the trusses, (These give the slope, the slope to
run 41 rain waters; and finally, the ceiling of what is this building.

horgazana
A smelly woman from loose. Disorderly. And neglected, up to personal cleanliness.   (Apparently, born tired )

horqueta
Tool for agricultural use. Is a piece of steel with five hooks tipped slightly curves, approximately 35-40 cm long,
anchored to a stick (Mango ) between 1.50. TO 1.70. Met. long should be firm and hard, wooden eg. Of Acacius. This is
used in lar heaps, to separate the straw from the grain. Also to the soil where the plants are in an almacigo, ( where are
sowing seed )  to then be planted is another place, in furrows. By ej. Onions. Cabbage. Tomato. Eggplant. AJI. Pepper.

hoya,oya
hoya, oya is incorrectly written and should be written as "Pot." being its meaning:<br>Pot. Pots. Containers for cooking.
There are different materials, and diameter. Hoya call them reductions in cemeteries.   (Hueseras.  )

hualle
hualle is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Young oak" being its meaning:<br>Young oak. 1-2 years. Also
called gualle. Widely used for staves of 40 carts; coach ) pulled by horses, Mares, donkeys and mules.

hualles
Young Oaks. When the tree called Oak, is new, is called hualle. Or gualo. When you are an adult, is called Oak. And
when it becomes old. It is pellin. And being Pellin, serves not for use as a wood for furniture, and not to turn it into
charcoal.

huevonada
A lot of men. Talking, huevadas.!

huéspedes
Lice.  Hosted.  Transient guests, to sleep outside home.  Passengers in a hotel


